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Circular Walk 8 – Liphook & Bramshott 

Visiting: Stanley Common, Hammer Vale, Bramshott Common,  
Waggoners Wells, Bramshott and its churchyard and Liphook centre  

Distance approximately 8 miles/13km 

The walk starts and ends at Liphook Station;  
refreshment mid-point at the Prince of Wales, Hammer Vale 

 

 
 

1 Turn right out of the station and into the car park.  Take the steps up to the 
road bridge, and cross the railway line.  Follow the road, crossing to use the 
pavements as necessary.  Just past the ‘Welcome to West Sussex’ sign, turn 
left into Highfield Lane, and almost immediately take a bridleway to the 
right. 

2 Follow the bridleway, which is the Sussex Border Path.  After about a mile, 
when it drops into a valley, turn left at a crossroads of tracks and follow the 
valley downhill.   
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3 Just after passing an almost hidden house, there is a 5-way junction of tracks.  
Link Walk E joins here, moving in the opposite direction.  Take the second 
exit to the left (a footpath) which goes across ‘open access’ land and soon 
arrives at a road.  Cross the road with care (the traffic moves fast here) and up 
the bridleway opposite.  On passing a sign for Tiggers Field, the track starts 
to become an accommodation road for houses.  Follow the road as far as 
Gillham’s Farm before taking the second of two bridleways through a gate to 
the left. 

4 The track goes gently downhill through a lightly wooded section, then 
through a meadow before reaching a road at a gate. 

 

 
The young River Wey at Hammer Vale 

 
5 Turn left along the road, through Hammer Farm yard and over the railway on 

a pedestrian level crossing (take usual care), then over a stream which is the 
young River Wey and up a track past houses to a road.  This is the hamlet of 
Hammer Vale, named after the ironworks which existed near here in earlier 
days.  Turn left here to visit the Prince of Wales pub, or turn right to continue 
the walk.   

6 Shortly turn left up a footpath by the wall of a house garage.  The footpath 
climbs through heathland.  At the top, bear right to follow a wide track below 
electricity power lines.  This eventually leads to a minor road close to its 
junction with the A3. 

To the left of the wide track is an area which has been used during two 
World Wars as a military hospital.  The Connaught Hospital, here 
during the Second World War, was finally closed in 1962. 
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7 Turn right along the minor road, turning left by Knockhundred Cottage along 
a footpath with garden boundaries to the left. This becomes a track past 
houses (Chase Villas) before meeting a road. Turn left here to pass under the 
A3, then left and left again up a side road (to Chase Farm). Continue along 
this road to Point 8. 

8 Turn left along the road which eventually becomes a water-eroded bridleway 
heading downhill to the ford at the head of Waggoners Wells ponds. 

9 Cross the ford and take the track to the left along the side of the pond.  To 
the right of the path is Sir Robert Hunter’s stone.   

Sir Robert Hunter, who lived in Haslemere, founded the National Trust 

with Octavia Hill (see Circular Walk 4) and Canon Rawnsley in 1895.  

He died in 1913, and Waggoners Wells, the first local property to be 

acquired by the Trust following his death, is dedicated to his memory. 

 

 

Reflections at Waggoners Wells 
 

Three man-made ponds form the chain known as Waggoners Wells.  The 
walk may be continued down either side of the ponds, crossing over at the 
dams.  Note the small quarry in the north bank by each dam – it was from 
here that material was taken to build them, some 400 years ago.  At the dam 
to the third (and last) pond, take the right-hand side, and follow the path 
passing to the left of Summerden down to the National Trust wishing well.   

Waggoners (or Wakeners) Wells were constructed as hammer ponds 

in the 1630s by Henry Hooke, who already had ironworks at Hammer 

Vale.  For some reason, however, no industry ever developed here. 
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Flora Thompson† described the wishing well as being, in 1898, ‘a deep 
sandy basin fed by a spring of crystal clear water which gushed from 
the bank above’ and said that it had dozens of pins at the bottom which 
had been dropped in it for luck.  When she returned in the 1920s the 
water ‘fell in a thin trickle from a lead pipe, the sandy basin having been 
filled in.’  Today, although there is no longer a sandy basin, a new well 
invites the passer-by to throw in a coin for the benefit of The National 
Trust – and, of course, to make a wish.  

10 Carry on down the path, turn left to cross the stream by the footbridge, and 
follow the bridle path to the right and up a sunken track.  (If muddy, you may 
wish to take the alternative but steeper route on higher ground).  At the crest 
of the hill keep following this track down and then steeply up the other side 
of a valley with the fence of Downlands Estate to your right.  In about half a 
mile, after passing an area used as a car park, the track becomes a paved road. 

To your left is the site of one of several Canadian camps from WW2 
located on the commons here.  Only the concrete tracks now remain. 

11 After about half a mile, turn right down 
another paved road (Rectory Lane) and past 
the main entrance to Downlands.  The road 
soon becomes one of the typical ‘sunken 
lanes’ of the region before emerging in 
Bramshott village.  The road bears to the left 
arriving at a green triangle in the centre of 
the village.  Take the right fork, cross over 
the road and enter the churchyard by the lych 
gate. 

12 The church of St Mary, Bramshott (‘only 
five years younger than the Magna Carta’) is 
worth a visit.  Follow the path through the 
churchyard to the right, then turn left past the 
rows of graves of 317 Canadian soldiers who 
died in the military hospital on Bramshott 
Common during the First World War – many 
from the influenza epidemic in late 1918 
rather than from enemy action. 

 
St Mary’s Church, Bramshott 

On the other side of the churchyard wall, to your left, note the rear of 
Bramshott Manor which is said to be one of the oldest continually 
inhabited houses in Hampshire, dating as it does from the year 1220.  

                                                      
† Heatherley by Flora Thompson 
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 Follow the path out of the back of the churchyard – it is known locally as 
‘The Hanger’ – under the A3 Liphook bypass bridge to meet the old London 
Road. 

13 Turn right towards the bridge taking the road over the river.  From here, 
follow the pavement along the road into Liphook.   

Note to the right of the road bridge an old aqueduct over the river, part 
of a large network of irrigation sluices and channels which stretched for 
miles along the valley.  These were designed to obtain a second annual 
harvest of animal fodder by flooding the riverside meadows at intervals.  

   
14 As you near the centre of Liphook, note the 

plaque on a house to the left commemorating 
Flora Thompson, author of ‘Lark Rise to 
Candleford’ – she was the postmaster’s wife 
here for 12 years.  Turn left at the second 
mini-roundabout in the town centre, opposite 
The Royal Anchor, then right at the next.  
Follow the road back to the station, keeping 
right where the road swings left to 
Sainsbury’s and eventually turning right just 
before the road goes over the railway bridge.  
Turn left at the Railway Arms for the station 
entrance. 

 
Plaque to Flora Thompson 
 in London Road, Liphook 

 

Flora Thompson, author of Lark Rise to Candleford, achieved fame late 
in life.  During her 12 years in Liphook in the 1920s she wrote much but 
her talent was unrecognised at this stage.  Her nature notes, The 
Peverel Papers, written at this time have now been published in full and 
show some of the thoughts, places and characters she was to include 
in her more famous work more than a decade later. 

Another of her lesser-known works, Heatherley, written as a sequel to 
Lark Rise to Candleford, tells of her life in nearby Grayshott at the end 
of the 19th century. 
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